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ABSTRACT

Atrial fibrillation is a common, global problem, with great personal, economic and social burdens. As

populations age it increases in prevalence and becomes another condition that requires careful chronic

management to ensure its effects are minimised. Assessment of the risk of stroke using well

established risk prediction models is being aided by modern computerised databases and the choice

of drugs to prevent strokes is ever expanding to try and improve the major cause of morbidity in AF. In

addition, newer drugs for controlling rhythm are available and guidelines are constantly changing to

reflect this. As well as medications, modern techniques of electrophysiology are becoming more widely

embraced worldwide to provide more targeted treatment for the underlying pathophysiology. In this

review we consider these factors to concisely describe how AF can be successfully managed.
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INTRODUCTION

Atrial fibrillation (AF) is the commonest sustained cardiac arrhythmia and recent estimates of

prevalence are around 2% of the population, although it may be greater than this.1 It can cause

debilitating symptoms, including from associated stroke; this comes with great cost to society. New

therapies are emerging to limit the consequences of AF on individuals and on the greater community,

such as advances in anticoagulation, the evolving role of drug therapy for maintaining sinus rhythm

and the emerging invasive technologies for definitive AF treatments. The scope of this article is to

consider the personal and societal consequences of AF, review approaches to defining an individual’s

risk of stroke in association with AF, look at how computer-based tools can help improve stroke risk

management, discuss novel oral anticoagulant therapy, review guidelines for rhythm control strategies

and look at evidence for more definitive treatment of AF with catheter ablation.

THE PREVALENCE, INCIDENCE AND EFFECT OF ATRIAL FIBRILLATION, AND IS OBESITY

CONTRIBUTING TO THE PROBLEM?

Atrial fibrillation is the most common cardiac arrhythmia and is undoubtedly a cause of substantial

morbidity and mortality.2 The prevalence of AF varies according to age and has been shown to

approximately double per added decade of life, moving from a prevalence of 0.5% in the 6th decade of

life to .10% in the 9th decade.3 A more recent European study demonstrated a prevalence of 0.7% in

those aged 55–59 rising to 17.8% in patients aged over 85; the same study estimated the lifetime risk

of developing AF for males aged 55 to be 23.8% and for females of the same age 22.2%.4

In the year 2000 in the United Kingdom an estimated 1.2% of the population had AF.5 Again, in the

UK, the Renfrew-Paisley project estimated the incidence as 0.54 cases per 1000 person years.6 In

Europe the prevalence of AF was estimated at 1%,7 whereas in the USA the prevalence was said to be

somewhere between 0.8 and 1.8 % (2.3–5.1 million) and set to reach an estimated 1.3%–3.8%

(5.6–15.9 million) by 2050.8,9 However, AF is often subclinical or too elusive to diagnose and such

figures are likely to be an underestimate of the true prevalence of this condition.

Of course, the consequences of AF are wider reaching than the number of people suffering the

condition. The risk of stroke is a major concern in patients with AF. It has been shown that the presence

of AF can increase an individual’s risk of stroke by a factor of 5, and 15–20% of all strokes can be

attributed to AF.10 In England alone, 12,500 strokes (out of a total of 89,000) per annum are suspected

to be directly attributable to AF.11 Strokes carry a significantly worse prognosis in the presence of AF

than without; an ischaemic stroke in the presence of AF has a 1-year mortality approaching 50%12 and

those patients that do survive carry a higher degree of disability and are less likely to be discharged to

their own homes.13 The poorer outcomes of strokes seen in the context of AF can be explained by the

greater severity at presentation,13 as these patients are more likely to have severe limb weakness and

be bedbound at presentation.14 The financial burden of this is very substantial and in England the cost

in the first year of a stroke due to AF is almost £12,000,11 but this does not include the substantial costs

of long-term care, such as care-homes, which can cost many thousands of pounds per year.

There is a growing prevalence of AF, as described above. Aging populations, particularly in

developed countries, and especially where the burden of underlying cardiovascular disease is the

greatest cause, are amongst the factors and causes for this reported rise. Obesity has emerged as an

interesting candidate to help explain the rising global incidence of AF. Obesity has been shown to be

an independent risk factor for developing AF and it has been suggested that for each unit rise in BMI

the individual risk of AF increases by as much as 4%.15 Potential mechanisms for this are debated and

suggestions include a link for obesity with left atrial enlargement, itself a known precursor of AF.

Obesity may predispose to left atrial enlargement via increased circulating volume, diastolic left

ventricular dysfunction and neurohormonal activation. With the WHO demonstrating a doubling in

global obesity since 1980,16 and with predictions for further rises, the incidence and thus

consequences of AF seems set to continue to increase. Other potential factors that may be fuelling the

rise in prevalence of AF include sleep apnea, hypertension, diabetes and chronic kidney disease.

DETERMINING THE RISK OF STROKE IN ATRIAL FIBRILLATION

In order to effectively manage AF it is imperative to clarify a patient’s risk of stroke to target those

suitable for preventative therapies (discussed below). Until recently, the best-known risk assessment

tool was the CHADS2 score,
17 validated for patients with non-rheumatic AF. This scoring system assigns
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1 point for each of recent congestive cardiac failure, hypertension, age 75 years or greater or the

presence of diabetes mellitus, and assigns 2 points for a personal history of either stroke or transient

ischaemic attack (TIA). The summed score has a maximum of 6 and the adjusted stroke rate for each

score is shown in Table 1. By subsequently dividing the resultant score into either low risk (score of 0),

intermediate risk (score of 1) or high risk (score of 2 or more) the authors were able to identify suitable

patients intended to benefit from anticoagulant treatment.18

A refinement of the CHADS2 score may provide enhanced prediction and classification of those

patients at higher risk of stroke or other thromboembolic events.18 This has led to the use of a newer

scoring system, known as CHA2DS2-VASC, which was derived in a cohort of 1034 non-valvular AF

patients not on oral anticoagulant therapy.19 The changes from CHADS2 are the awarding of 2 points for

age equal to, or above, 75 years and 1 point for the additional risk factors of known vascular disease,

age between 65 and 74, and female gender. The adjusted estimated rate of stroke per year based on

the CHA2DS2-VASC score is shown in Table 2.20

A large cohort study in Denmark has tried to clarify which risk factors were important and which of the

above scoring systems is most effective at predicting thromboembolic risk.21 The authors defined low

risk as a score of 0, intermediate risk as a score of 1 and high risk as a score of 2 or more. They found

that patients defined as low and intermediate risk by CHADS2 were at a higher risk of stroke and other

thromboembolic events than those in the low or intermediate risk group based on CHA2DS2-VASC, but

both underestimated the risk of a previous thromboembolic event. Additionally they found that

CHA2DS2-VASC performed better when predicting high-risk patients and had a slightly higher c-statistic

indicating better predictive value of the model.

In addition to the above risk prediction models, other risk factors have been suggested as playing a

role in predicting stroke in AF. It has been shown that by combining the CHADS2 score with monitoring

atrial electrical activity, via a right atrial lead of a permanent pacemaker to define the duration of AF can

improve the prediction of thromboembolic risk.22 Here two discrete risk groups were defined, with

1-year risk of events of either 0.8% (low risk) or 5% (high risk). The low risk groups consisted of (1)

patients with AF for less than 5min per 24 h and with CHADS2 score 2 or less, (2) those with AF for

greater than 5min but less than 24 h per day and with a CHADS2 score of 1 or less, and (3) those with AF

episodes for longer than 24 h and with a CHADS2 score of 0.

Table 1. Predicted stroke risk based on CHADS2 score.

CHADS2 Score
Adjusted Stroke Rate per 100 patient years

(95% confidence interval)

0 1.9 (1.2–3.0)
1 2.8 (2.0–.8)
2 4.0 (3.1–5.1)
3 5.9 (4.6–7.3)
4 8.5 (6.3–11.1)
5 12.5 (8.2–17.5)
6 18.2 (10.5–27.4)

Source: Adapted from Gage et al.17

Table 2. Predicted annual stroke rate based on CHA2DS2VASC score.

CHA2DS2VASC Score Stroke rate per year adjusted for Warfarin use

0 0.0
1 1.3
2 2.2
3 3.2
4 4.0
5 6.7
6 9.8
7 9.6
8 6.7
9 15.2

Source: Adapted from Lip et al.20
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The presence of renal disease in patients with AF also seems to play a role in predicting the risk of

stroke.23 In a cohort of 10,908 patients the presence of proteinuria was shown to increase the risk of a

thromboembolic event with a relative risk of 1.54 (95% confidence interval 1.29–1.85). Additionally,

there was an increase in risk of events with decreasing estimated glomerular filtration rate.

Echocardiography has also been shown as a useful tool in estimating an AF-patient’s risk of stroke.

Transthoracic echo can be used to estimate left ventricular (LV) dysfunction and correlate this to an

individual’s risk of stroke in AF,24 where the presence of LV dysfunction was shown to carry a relative

risk for stroke of 2.5 (95% confidence interval 1.5–4.4; p , 0.001). Patients with atrial fibrillation and

significantly enlarged left atria are also at higher risk of stroke. In addition, a small proportion of

patients will have significant valvular heart disease or cardiomyopathy. Transesophageal

echocardiography (TEE) also has a role and higher rates of stroke have been shown in patients found

to have dense spontaneous echocardiographic contrast, thrombus of the atrial appendage or aortic

plaques.25 An example of a left atrial appendage thrombus is shown in Figure 1. These additional tools

in assessing risk may be useful in a small number of patients where the risk is not accurately reflected

in the core risk factors measured in the CHADS2 and CHA2DS2-VASC systems; but these simpler clinical

scoring systems remain the mainstay of stroke risk assessment for the vast majority of patients with AF.

ANTICOAGULATION IN ATRIAL FIBRILLATION

Current guidelines for anticoagulation in AF rely on the risk factors and score as assessed mainly by the

CHADS2 and CHA2DS2-VASC scores discussed above. Recently updated European Society of Cardiology

(ESC) guidelines for the use of oral anticoagulant therapy26 are summarised in Figure 2. The guideline

advises the use of oral anticoagulant therapy in all cases of AF except for patients at low risk (lone AF

and aged less than 65 years, of either sex). Therefore all patients with a CHA2DS2-VASC of one or

greater should be offered oral anticoagulant therapy (except for CHA2DS2-VASC of 1 where the point is

scored solely for female sex; in these patients no anticoagulation is advised). This is very similar to

guidance from the American College of Chest physicians27 (ACCP 9). This guidance uses the CHADS2
score and advocates that patients at low risk of stroke (CHADS2 score of 0) should not be given any

therapy, whereas for those at intermediate and high risk of stroke (CHADS2 score $1) oral

anticoagulant therapy is recommended. In terms of the type of AF, anticoagulant therapy should be

Figure 1. Transoesphageal echocardiogram demonstrating a 1.8 cm (“1”) by 0.8 cm (“2”) thrombus in the left

atrial appendage of a 57-year-old male with longstanding atrial fibrillation, despite being on warfarin but with

subtherapeutic INR.
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considered for paroxysmal AF or AF controlled with a rhythm control strategy in the same way as for

permanent AF.27

Both of these guidelines also make clear that the risk of bleeding with oral anticoagulant therapy

should be assessed and one way of assessing this risk is using the HAS-BLED28score, as suggested by

the ESC guidelines.26 This scoring system was originally derived and validated in a cohort of 3,978

European patients with AF. The scoring system uses seven risk factors for bleeding to make a simple

summative scoring system to differentiate between patients at low or high risk of bleeding (Tables 3

and 4).27 In a large comparison against an older scoring system for bleeding risk, the HAS-BLED score

was shown to be much simpler to use but of similar performance to the older, more complicated

HEMORR2HAGES scoring system.29 The ESC guidelines advise that those patients at higher risk of

bleeding events (HAS-BLED score $3) require caution and more regular review of oral anticoagulant

therapy.26 An alternative to this is the score developed in the Anticoagulation and Risk Factors in Atrial

Fibrillation Study (ATRIA); this uses five variables to assess bleeding risk (anaemia, severe renal

disease, age, prior bleeding and hypertension).30

For many years, warfarin (and other oral vitamin K antagonists) has been the oral anticoagulant used

to reduce the risk of stroke in AF patients, but there are now newer oral anticoagulants also available

for use. Warfarin has long been shown to be superior to antiplatelet drugs, such as aspirin, and the

benefits have been show to outweigh the added risk of bleeding events even in older patients

traditionally thought to be in higher risk groups.31 Three novel oral anticoagulants (NOAC) have come

to the fore in recent guidelines for stroke risk in AF; indeed the NOAC are now preferred over warfarin for

stroke prevention in AF by both the recent ESC guidelines update and ACCP 9 guidelines.26,27

Dabigatran is a direct oral thrombin inhibitor and its safety and efficacy was assessed in a large

non-inferiority trial in 18,113 patients with AF at risk of stroke.32 This trial examined two doses of the

drug (110mg twice daily and 150mg twice daily) against warfarin with primary outcomes of stroke or

systemic embolus to assess efficacy and safety. At the conclusion of the trial the higher dose of

dabigatran was shown to significantly reduce the incidence of ischaemic stroke or systemic emboli

versus warfarin (relative risk 0.66; 95% confidence interval 0.53–0.82) with a similar rate of major

Non-valvular AF

No

Yes

0

1 or >1 OAC

No
antithrombotic

therapy

Assess
CHA2DS2VASC

Scorea

No
antithrombotic

therapy

< 65 years and
lone AF (including

females)

Figure 2. European Society of Cardiology guidelines for assessing need for oral anticoagulant (OAC) therapy in

AF. Camm et al.26 aComprised of 1 point for congestive cardiac failure, hypertension, diabetes mellitus, age

65–74, female sex and vascular disease, and 2 points for previous stroke/TIA/thromboembolism or age 75 years

or greater.

Table 3. Characteristics composing the HAS-BLED bleeding risk score.

Clinical characteristic Definition Points

H Hypertension Systolic BP . 160mmHg 1
A Abnormal Renal Function Chronic dialysis, renal transplantation or serum creatinine

.200mmol/L
1

Abnormal Liver Function Chronic hepatic disease or biochemical evidence of significant
hepatic derangement (bilirubin 2x upper limit of normal in
association with ALT . 3 x upper limit of normal)

1

S Stroke Previous history 1
B Bleeding Previous bleeding history or predisposition such as bleeding

diathesis or anaemia
1

L Labile INRs Unstable or high INRs or , 60% of time in therapeutic range 1
E Elderly Age . 65 years 1
D Drugs Concomitant use of antiplatelet agents, NSAIDs 1

Alcohol Alcohol abuse/excess 1

Source: Adapted from Pisters et al.28
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bleeding (but dabigatran did have a higher rate of GI bleeding at this dose than in the warfarin arm).

The lower dose was shown to have a similar rate of stroke compared to warfarin (relative risk 0.91; 95%

confidence interval 0.74–1.11) with a significant reduction in major bleeding (major bleeding rate of

2.71% in low dose dabigatran arm compared to 3.36% in warfarin arm; p ¼ 0.003). At both doses,

dabigatran also showed a lower rate of intracranial haemorrhage compared to warfarin (0.38% per year

in the warfarin group, as compared with 0.12% per year with 110mg of dabigatran [p , 0.001] and

0.10% per year with 150mg of dabigatran [p , 0.001]). When the data was further analysed to look at

time in the therapeutic INR range even patients in the highest quartile had reduced risk of intracerebral

haemorrhage (hazard ratio 0.39; 95% confidence interval 0.18–0.84).33 The advantage of the higher

dabigatran dose over Warfarin at preventing stroke disappeared, however, when the patients taking

Warfarin had a time in the therapeutic INR range of greater than 73% (i.e. no advantage over well

controlled warfarin). Dabigatran, unlike warfarin, is predominantly excreted via the kidneys and it has

also been associated with GI side effects. Dabigatran at a dose of 150mg twice daily is currently

recommended in the ACCP 9 guidance for use, instead of warfarin, where an oral anticoagulant is

required,27 and is also the dose primarily recommended by the National Institute for Health and Clinical

Excellence (NICE) in the UK as suitable for stroke prevention in at-risk patients with non-valvular AF.34

Rivaroxaban, an oral factor Xa inhibitor, has also been shown in a large trial to be a suitable alternative

to warfarin therapy for prevention of ischaemic stroke in patients with AF.35 This double-blinded trial

included 14,264 patients with non-valvular AF randomly assigned to receive either dose-adjusted

warfarin (target INR of 2.5) or rivaroxaban 20mg once daily with the primary end point of stroke or

non-central nervous system embolism. The primary end point occurred less in the rivaroxaban arm (HR

0.79; 95% confidence interval 0.66–0.96) but this significant difference disappeared when the data

was analysed on an intention to treat basis (rivaroxaban remained non-inferior to Warfarin, however).

There was no overall reduction in the rate of major and non-major bleeding in the rivaroxaban arm, but

there was a reduction specifically in intracranial bleeding (0.5% vs. 0.7%; p ¼ 0.02) and fatal bleeding

(0.2% vs. 0.5%; p ¼ 0.003) compared to warfarin. Compared to the dabigatran study above,32 the

patients in this trial were at higher risk of stroke (a higher CHADS2 score). In both studies, there was

relatively poor compliance with warfarin regimes, giving a time in therapeutic range of 55% overall,

possibly reflecting the greater comorbidities and polypharmacy in these trials. In the UK, NICE has

recently approved rivaroxaban as an alternative to warfarin for stroke and systemic embolus prevention

in non-valvular AF and licensing bodies in both Europe and the US have also approved it.36

A second oral factor Xa inhibitor, apixaban, has been investigated for a role in stroke prevention. This

drug has a half-life of 12 h, is partially excreted via the kidneys and should be taken twice daily. It was

first compared to aspirin for stroke prevention in patients who could not take warfarin and the trial was

halted early due to the benefit of Abixaban.37 A second randomized, double blind trial, then compared

apixaban to warfarin in 18,201 patients with AF with at least one risk factor for stroke.38 This study

demonstrated an advantage of apixaban over warfarin for preventing ischaemic stroke or systemic

embolism (HR 0.79; 95% confidence interval 0.66–0.95). It also showed a lower rate of major bleeding

over warfarin (HR 0.69; 95% confidence interval 0.6–0.8) as well as a lower overall mortality compared

to warfarin (3.52% per year vs. 3.94% per year; hazard ratio, 0.89; 95% CI, 0.80 to 0.99; p ¼ 0.047).

Apixaban also showed a trend to lower cardiovascular mortality (hazard ratio, 0.89; 95% CI, 0.76 to

1.04). Similar to the other novel oral anticoagulants, it showed a lower rate of intracranial haemorrhage

(hazard ratio, 0.42; 95% CI, 0.30 to 0.58; p , 0.001), and similar to the trials on dabigatran &

rivaroxaban, there was relatively poor adherence to INR targets in the warfarin arm (time in therapeutic

Table 4. The risk of major bleeding based on HAS-BLED score
(p value for trend 0.007).

HAS-BLED score Bleeds per 100 patient-years

0 1.13
1 1.02
2 1.88
3 3.74
4 8.70
5 12.50

Source: Adapted from Pisters et al.28
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range 62%). Apixaban has very recently been licensed in Europe for the prevention of stroke in patients

with AF, and in the USA it is currently undergoing review for licensing.

We are likely to see greater usage of these newer therapies for stroke prevention, as they become

more widely approved and as they avoid the need for frequent monitoring (compared to warfarin); thus

becoming more acceptable to patients. It should be remembered, however, that experience with these

drugs is relatively limited and that there are no currently available agents to reverse their effect in case

of major complications, such as bleeding, although this is likely to be resolved in the near future.

Indeed, a recent study in healthy volunteers showed the potential application of prothrombin complex

concentrate to reverse rivaroxaban, and a recent oral abstract hinted at a role for monoclonal

antibodies in reversing dabigatran’s effect (http://www.improvement.nhs.uk/graspaf/ (accessed 18th

January 2013)).39 As the cost of these products diminish over time with more widespread uptake, then,

taken together with the additional costs of monitoring warfarin (frequent blood tests and dedicated

warfarin clinics) and dealing with the consequences of failing to achieve therapeutic targets (strokes,

bleeds and the effects on cardioversion and ablation lists), the NOAC are likely to become more

acceptable to commissioners (in the UK) and the wider medical community.

A NEW APPROACH TO IDENTIFYING PATIENTS IN NEED OF ANTICOAGULATION – THE

GRASP-AF TOOL

The Guidance on Risk Assessment and Stroke Prevention for Atrial Fibrillation (GRASP-AF) tool is a

service improvement application free to all general practice (GP) doctors in the UK.40 It was first

launched in November 2011 and has since been updated to adapt to the use of the CHA2DS2-VASC

scoring system to assess stroke risk and incorporate the new oral anticoagulant medications. Using

data from GP surgery databases it identifies patients with atrial fibrillation, assesses their risk of stroke

(using both CHADS2 and CHA2DS2-VASC systems), searches for current blood thinning medication,

searches for contraindications to warfarin therapy and alerts the clinician to those patients at risk of

stroke but without adequate anticoagulant treatment.

Using this tool allows clinicians to easily identify those patients who are at risk of stroke from AF, but

are not receiving any anticoagulant treatment. This of course has benefits at an individual patient level.

The tool also has the ability to upload data to a national database so that individual practices can

compare themselves to benchmarks and the countrywide performance figures. Pooling data in this way

also contributes to a very large database of patients with AF and will help in providing more accurate

information on prevalence and management.

Recent presentations by the NHS improvement team have suggested that strokes are already being

prevented by the implementation of this tool. This form of nationwide tool should help to improve

identification of patients in need of anticoagulation and prompt practitioners to start anticoagulation in

these patients, especially as the use of novel oral anticoagulants becomes more commonplace in

those patients not previously anticoagulated because of an inability to use warfarin.

RHYTHM CONTROL IN LONG-TERM ATRIAL FIBRILLATION AND ANTIARRHYTHMIC DRUGS

According to ESC guidelines, reasonable control of ventricular rate remains a goal in the long-term

management of AF and a rhythm control strategy is appropriate for patients that remain symptomatic

despite adequate rate control, or who are young and could potentially undergo catheter ablation

(discussed below).26,41 The use of drugs to control rhythm should be used in patients with recurrent

AF.26 Additionally, antiarrhythmic agents are often helpful in maintaining sinus rhythm following the

use of direct current cardioversion.26 Current ESC guidelines for drug selection to control rhythm are

shown in Figure 3.

The largest trial to compare rate and rhythm control strategies was the AFFIRM (Atrial Fibrillation

Follow-up Investigation of Rhythm Management) trial reported in 2002.42 A total of 4,060 patients were

randomised to either a rhythm control strategy or a rate control strategy with the primary end point of

all-cause mortality. At 5 years in, the rhythm control therapy group the mortality rate was 23.8%

compared to 21.3% in the rate control arm (HR 1.15; 95% confidence interval 0.99–1.34; p ¼ 0.08) and

more patients in the rhythm control group were hospitalised. A further “on-treatment” analysis of the

AFFIRM data43 found that the presence of sinus rhythm was associated with a lower risk of death but

confirmed that antiarrhythmic drugs are not associated with improved survival.

A Cochrane systematic review, updated in 2012, investigated the efficacy of antiarrhythmic drugs and

their effect on mortality in AF patients undergoing cardioversion to restore sinus rhythm.44 They found
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that several class 1A drugs (quinidine), 1C drugs (flecainide and propafenone) and class III drugs

(amiodarone, dofetilide, dronedarone and sotalol) were all effective at maintaining sinus rhythm in

patients post cardioversion (Table 5). The beta-blocker, metoprolol, was also shown to be effective at

maintaining sinus rhythm post cardioversion (odds ratio 0.62; 95% confidence interval 0.44–0.88;

p ¼ 0.008). Where studies compared two antiarrhythmic drugs, in general amiodarone compared

more favourably at maintaining sinus rhythm. The study also assessed whether there was a benefit in

mortality to taking antiarrhythmic drugs post cardioversion. They found that none of the drugs

investigated provided a benefit in all-cause mortality, and class IA drugs and sotalol had a significantly

higher mortality rate than controls.

Dronedarone, a more recently approved antiarrhythmic drug, which is structurally related to

amiodarone, is licensed for use in paroxysmal AF. A large trial of 4,628 patients randomised to

dronedarone or placebo for control of paroxysmal or persistent AF, the ATHENA (A placebo-controlled,

double-blind, parallel arm Trial to assess the efficacy of dronedarone 400mg bid for the prevention of

cardiovascular Hospitalisation or death from any cause in patients with Atrial fibrillation/atrial flutter)

trial, found that the use of dronedarone reduced cardiovascular mortality and cardiovascular

hospitalisations (hazard ratio for dronedarone 0.76; 95% confidence interval 0.69–0.84; p , 0.001).45

There was also a reduction in first hospitalisations for cardiovascular events (hazard ratio 0.74; 95%

confidence interval 0.67–0.82; p value ,0.001). Due to improved endpoints, regardless of

achievement of sinus rhythm, a trial was undertaken for dronedarone use in permanent AF, known as

the PALLAS (Permanent Atrial fibrillation outcome Study using dronedarone on top of standard

therapy) trial.46 Looking at the first co-primary outcome of the composite of stroke, myocardial

infarction, cardiovascular death and systemic embolism the trial was halted early due to an increased

Minimal or no
structural heart

disease

Significant
Structural

Heart Disease

dronedarone/
flecainide/

propafenone/sotalol
Amiodarone

Dronedarone/
flecainide/

propafenone/sotalol

HHD

No LVH

LVH Dronedarone

Amiodarone

Amiodarone

AmiodaroneDronedaroneCHD

HF

Sotalol

Amiodarone

Figure 3. ESC guidelines for antiarrhythmic drug selection in AF. Adapted from Camm J et al.26. HHD –

hypertensive heart disease; CHD – coronary heart disease; HF – heart failure; LVH – left ventricular

hypertrophy.

Table 5. The efficacy of antiarrhythmic drugs at maintaining sinus rhythm post cardioversion
from AF.

Recurrence of atrial fibrillation
(number of events/total)

Drug Drug Control
Odds Ratio (95% confidence

interval) p-value

Quinidine 741/1106 417/518 0.51 (0.40–0.65) , .001
Flecainide 31/71 56/78 0.31 (0.16–0.60) ,0.01
Propafenone 376/720 276/378 0.37 (0.28–0.48) ,0.001
Amiodarone 200/428 209/245 0.19 (0.14–0.27) ,0.001
Dofetilide 448/752 363/431 0.30 (0.23–0.39) ,0.001
Dronedarone 648/982 353/461 0.59 (0.46–0.75) ,0.001
Sotalol 1197/1791 955/1211 0.51 (0.43–0.60) ,0.001

Source: Adapted from Lafuente-Lafuente et al.44
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number of cardiovascular events in the dronedarone arm. This first outcome occurred in 43 out of 1,619

patients in the dronedarone arm compared to 19 out of 1,617 in the placebo arm (hazard ratio of

dronedarone 2.29; 95% confidence interval 1.34–3.94; p value 0.002). The second co-primary outcome

this study investigated was all-cause mortality and unplanned cardiovascular hospitalisation, and in

the dronedarone arm 127 experienced this outcome compared to 67 in the placebo group (hazard ratio

for dronedarone 1.95; 95% confidence interval 1.45–2.62; p value ,0.001). As a result of these data,

dronedarone is only indicated for patients with non-permanent AF and is contraindicated in patients

with permanent AF or those with heart failure.26 A summary of these trials is seen in Figure 4.

As seen in Figure 3, currently recommended antiarrhythmic drugs in the ESC guidelines are

amiodarone, dronedarone, flecainide, propafenone and sotalol.

ABLATION THERAPIES FOR ATRIAL FIBRILLATION

The European Society of Cardiology included recommendations for catheter ablation as a treatment for

AF in the 2010 guidelines and has updated the recommendations in 2012.26,40 The current guidelines

recommend catheter ablation of paroxysmal AF in patients who have symptomatic recurrences whilst

on antiarrhythmic drug therapy when performed by an experienced practitioner. They also recommend

catheter ablation should be considered as a first line treatment in selected patients with symptomatic

paroxysmal AF as an alternative to rhythm control drugs (discussed below).

In an early trial, which was not randomised, comparing ablation with medical treatment for AF,

ablation performed better than medical therapy at improving AF free survival (78% AF free in ablation

arm compared to 37% in medical group at 3 years; p value ,0.001) and at preventing adverse

events.47 This has led to randomised trials being conducted as well as multiple systematic reviews and

meta-analyses. One of these reviews concluded that studies of radiofrequency ablation report higher

rates of success than studies of antiarrhythmic drugs with lower rates of complications.48 The CACAF

trial (Catheter Ablation for the Cure of Atrial Fibrillation) looked at 245 patients in which 137 patients
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Figure 4. Summary of outcomes in PALLAS and ATHENA trials. In PALLAS, there was an increased incidence in the

first coprimary outcome of stroke, myocardial infarction, systemic embolism or CV death for dronedarone

compared to placebo and an increased incidence in the second coprimary outcome unplanned cardiovascular

hospitalisation or death for dronedarone compared to placebo. As a result dronedarone should not be used in

this permanent high risk AF patient population. Standard therapy may have included rate control agents

(beta-blockers, and/or Ca-antagonist and/or digoxin) and/or anti-thrombotic therapy (Vit. K antagonists and /or

aspirin and other antiplatelets therapy) and/or other cardiovascular agents such as ACEIs/ARBs and statins.

Source: Adapted from Hohnloser et al.45; Connolly et al.46
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with paroxysmal or persistent AF (who had failed drug therapy) were randomised to receive ablation

and arrhythmic drug therapy, showed that this group remained significantly more free of AF at one year

than those randomised to drug therapy alone (56% free of AF in ablation arm vs. 9% in drug arm;

p value ,0.001).49 A second large randomised trial, APAF (Ablation for Paroxysmal Atrial Fibrillation),

of 198 patients with paroxysmal AF who had failed drug therapy for rhythm control showed those

randomised to ablation were again more likely to be free of atrial fibrillation at one year (86% in

ablation group vs. 22% in drug therapy group; p , 0.001).50

These studies considered evidence for paroxysmal AF where antiarrhythmic drug therapy has failed,

but new evidence is emerging for a benefit in the first-line use of ablation in the treatment of

paroxysmal AF as suggested by the recent update to the ESC guidelines.26 The recently published

MANTRA-PAF (Medical ANtiarrhythmic Treatment or Radiofrequency Ablation in Paroxysmal Atrial

Fibrillation) trial reports a reduction in AF burden and AF symptoms at 24 months in a group of relatively

healthy AF patients receiving ablation as a first line treatment compared to antiarrhythmic drug therapy

(at 24 months burden of AF 22/146 in ablation group versus 43/148 in the drug therapy group; p value

0.004; at 24 months AF symptoms 10/146 in the ablation group versus 24/148 in the drug therapy

group; p ¼ 0.012).51 This agrees with findings from a smaller study of 70 patients with symptomatic AF

not all treated with antiarrhythmics where those randomised to ablation therapy were more likely to be

free of symptomatic AF at 1 year than those randomised to drug therapy (13% of ablation group

compared to 63% of drug therapy group had recurrence of symptomatic AF at 1 year follow up; p value

,0.001).52 Further evidence on this subject is expected to emerge upon completion of the Catheter

Ablation vs Anti-arrhythmic Drug Therapy for Atrial Fibrillation (CABANA) trial in 2015.

Evidence for longer-term benefit of ablation therapy is also beginning to emerge. In one such study,

100 patients, with PAF or long-standing persistent AF, referred for ablation were followed up for a period

of 5 years and found to be arrhythmia free in 29%of cases after one procedure, but this rate of arrhythmia

free survival was improved considerably, to 63%, after multiple procedures (median of 2 ablations per

patient).53 A 4-year follow up in a randomised trial showed that of the 99 patients randomised to receive

ablation therapy, where 27 patients had undergone a repeat procedure, 72.7% were free of AF as

compared to 56.5% in the drug therapy arm on an intention to treat basis; p value 0.017.54

CONCLUSION

Atrial fibrillation places a large burden on an individual as well as on society. There are robust and easy

to use tools to assess a patient’s risk of developing serious complications such as stroke and systemic

emboli, and anticoagulation is of paramount importance in managing patients with AF, especially with

emerging novel oral anticoagulant drugs. Antiarrhythmic drugs still have an important role to play but

are probably less effective at providing long-term freedom from AF than more definitive catheter

ablation procedures. New guidelines for the management of AF are constantly emerging in the face of

rapidly progressing evidence for interventional therapies.
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